Book Fair Competition
Would you like to win a £5 voucher to spend at our upcoming Book Fair in March? If so, write a review of
your favourite book to try to encourage others to read it. Don’t forget to include an eye-catching picture.
Closing date for competition entries: Wednesday 1st March 2017

Example
Review: The Gruffalo’s Child by Mrs Day
The Gruffalo’s Child is written by the famous Julia Donaldson and is a story for younger children. It is about a small
creature who decides to embark on an adventure through the dark, scary wood to find the Big Bad Mouse, despite
being warned about him by her father.
Julia Donaldson draws the reader into the story with her rhyming verse and the repetitive nature of the story is really
engaging and entertaining for younger children, encouraging them to join in.
The artwork of the illustrator Axel Scheffler, really brings the book to life and stimulates the imagination. It is
colourful and eye catching and perfectly matches the verse written by Donaldson, allowing younger children to
follow the plot easily.
Overall, this is an excellent book with a great plot and entertaining characters. If you haven’t read it, what are you
waiting for?

Book Review

Me

Parent

EYFS/Y1: I included my name and age
EYFS/Y1: I have drawn a picture of the main
character and written one sentence about
them.
Y2 upwards: My book review includes the title,
the name of the author and the illustrator, with
capital letters in the correct places.
Y2 upwards: I used adjectives to describe the
main characters.
Y2 upwards: I used sentences with ‘because’ in
them when giving my opinion.
Y3 upwards: I used a question at the beginning
to interest the reader.
Y3 upwards: I wrote a short summary of the
main events in the story but did not include the
ending.
Y3 upwards: I gave my recommendation and a
star rating or marks out of ten.
Y5/Y6 upwards: I have used quotes and
examples from the text that support my
opinions and points of view.

We haven’t given a set template for this task as we would like the children to be creative in their presentation,
however if your child would prefer a template we have saved two templates on our website here.

